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I.. Introduction. 

1.. The irvraediate concern in naval warfare is always 
the c~trol of the transit of the sea. 

2. The ef~ect of sea control as a,ainst: (a) a nation 
entirely enclosed by neutral land areas; (b) a nation 
which laths a navy; ( c) another naval power. 

3. ~aval history cl,.iefly records Lritish operations, but 
the United Mates, in a different eojrahic situation, 
should cultivate a national naval strategy based on its 
own future needs. 

4.. The de'_ree of interest in the control of an area depends 
upon its importance for promoting attainment of the war 
objectives: first in. irportance r:: a nation's coastal 
sea areas; second, the routes to allies and sources of 
essential war supplies; third, sea areas vital to the 
enemy; fourth, ordinary trade routes. 

5. Cormand of an area exists when one belligerent is able 
to carry or freely the operations of his naval forces 
and the :ioveinent of his sea-borne traffic; and where 
his enemy is unable to do the same in that area, except 
with a ;,rent de .ree of risk. 

6. läval forces can attain cou and only by operating at 
sea; they are valuable by reason of their influence 
in areas whose control will contribute to success in war. 

7,. The importance of bases in exercising control. 
£'. Control of an area may be possible through control of 

only a small, but vital, portion. 
9.. Therefore, the possibility of control determines the 

selection of naval objectives and the direction_ of 
naval effort. 

10.. The progress of the contest for control described. 
11. Dispersion_ ray be necessary for exercisin command, 

and in pursuance of ultimate war aims, but superior 
concentration essential for naintainin ( securing) cormand 

12. Relation between dispersion, concentration, central 
position, interior lines, econorty of force. 

lam. Primary objective of ma jor naval operations is the 
nullification of the power of the enemy fleet to 
operate effectively. 

14. Command of sea and destruction of enemy fleet not ends 
in themselves. 

15. To nullif-* power of eneri'T fleet in an area., it must 
either be destroyed or contained out of that area. 

16, Characteristic of a fleet is its ability to find safety 
(except from the air) in a defended port, therefore, 
relative naval, plus available land, air, and eo;raphical 
support, as well as price of victory or defeat, all are 
important consic?orations. 

II.. The Destruction of ,neriy naval Forces. 

1. Armies and fleets unlike in their reservoirs of strength: 
for the one, man power; for the other, ships. 

2. Slow replacement of naval losses lihely to make Leneral 
naval actions more decisive than land actions; few wars 
•have more than one or two such actions; as a result., 
only the superior seeks a general action. 
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3. tuestions sometiraes arise as to political copse uenoes 
of possible loss of fleet. 

4. The determination of the -;eneral strate is attitude, 
whether offensive or defensive, the first major decision. 
The defensive useful for holding, the offensive for 
ainin. 

5. The usual Fritish attitude dependent upon relative strength, 
and the .eoE raphical and ecorloL~ic vulnerability of 
Great Dritain. 

G. Difference between eoraphic and economic situation of the 
United .states and Great Lritain. 

7. Intrinsic security of the United ;tates permits more 
freedom as to the offensive, with due respect to 
obligations assumed under T'onroe Doctrine. 

C,, The defense the stronger form of warfare. 
0. Froperl' to support the .offensive in one direction, the 

defensive rivet be accepted in all others. 
10. The conditions necessary for a na jor oife,._sive, and its 

advantages. 
11. The use of local offensives by a party on the strate,ic 

defensive. 
12. The criteria for decision as to the ;eneral attitude: 

nature and importance of the objective; iolative strerjths
eocraphic situation; consecuences as to costs. 

15. The importance of ''the spirit of the offensive'. 

(a) Destruction of :. neny by Decisive battle, 

14. To destroy the enemy, it is necessary to cz eate conditions 
where one can meet him, and then fix him until he has 
been ealt with. 

15. To induce a weaker energy to expose himself, it is neces-
sarv: ( a ) to put in dancer something he values; or ( b ) 
to present him with opportunities to inflict loss. 

16. l°ere1r to threaten is insufficient: actual operations 
required against trade, coi _unications, positions, etc. 

17. Opportunities nay be presented by strata ;em, unsound 
dispositions, or because risk is unavoidable. 

10. The use of maneuver: a redistribution for purpose of 
effecting an unexpected and decisive concentration. 

10. favorable situations do not occur of themselves: they 
must be created.

( b ) Destruction of nery by Attrition. 

20. 'Decisive battle contrasted with attrition'. 
21. Attrition possible throuh: (a) minor attacks on stron" 

vessels; (b) superior concentrations against weal,: 
detac ,...eats. 

22. battleship effectiveness restricted by torpedoes, nines 
and bombs. 

23. Value of minor attacks enhanced by concentration and 
surprise. 

24. Strategic defensive the special field of minor weapons. 
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?5. Battlesl-:ips still an essential strength element of fleets 
when afforded ade~;uats security. 

2o. all detaci. ents, tkough essential to naval operations, 
invite attrition. 

27. An overseas offensive creates _.any opportunities for 
enemy attrition. 

'8. Particular vulnerability of lines of cor=iunication. 
9. Security improved by use of interlocl_inC land bases, 

disposed on a broad front. 
30. Support of exposed detac} r,ients sometimes loads to major 

naval actions. 
31. Secrecy and rapidity necessary for success of attrition 

tactics. 
32. Attrition tactics as the chief method of infiictint loss 

may sometimes be very important, but sometimes is a 
two-edged sword. 

(c) Destruction of I'aval Forces by Land Operations. 

3. r any historical instances of capture by land operations 
indicate probable continued value of the method. 

34. Special conditions reruired: (a) emery-- fleet rust be 
denied escape or reenforceraent; (b) land forces must be 
free from interruption. 

III. Containing Dnerly Faval Forces. 

1. Conditions which do not per:it destruction of enemy may 
prove suitable for containinG operations. 

u. To contain is to hold within fixed lints r. 
3. Desirable limits are those where the enemy can do 

little harm. 
4. By resorting; to containing operations, the immediate naval 

objective becomes more closely related to the major war 
a iris. 

5. Conditions suitable for the containinc; method: (a) stronber 
is unu'._ to ttac1 or to af_,ord 1o; ; (b) 'l hvim ..ii 
unv~illinr to accept decisive action. 

6. Types of containing operations: (a) blockade; (b) threat 
to critical areas; (c) a variation of the threat type 
is the method of diversion. 

( a ) Blockade. 

7. {Close and distant blockade preferable terms to 'close
and iopen ?. 

8. Distant blockade recuires central position with interior 
lines vrith respect to enemy exits. 

9. Close blockade usually more effective historically, but 
impossible for future because of defensive value of 
torpedoes, mines, and bombs. 

10. Situations especially favoring distant blockade now have 
a treater relative value. 

11. Situations of treat Britain and Japan favor use of distant 
blockade. Situation of United States does not favor 
blockade of or b;; any probable enemy. 

(b) Threat to Critical Positions and Areas. 

12. Usefulness of land and sea fortified areas in containing 
invading forces by threatening lines of comunication. 

13. The threat method operates in peace as well as war. 
14. Containing the British navy in_ iuropean waters. 
15. Containinv of major forces to the defense by use of raids 

and threats of invasion. 
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(c) Diversion. 

16. Diversion soLletir.es of r.a jor i-,iportance, and na re ,wire 
political as well as t:ilitary preparation. 

17. Por diversion to be successful, the diverting effort 
should occur in areas of vital, or at least major, 
importance. 

1C. Land operations nay provide the basis for naval diversions, 
and vice versa. 

IV. Conclusion. 

1. .Emphasis of certain general points: 
(a) The transit of particular sea areas is the innediate 

concern of naval forces; the importance of these areas 
depends upon their influence in D romoting attainment 
of the aims of the war. 

(b) Control of sea areas can be secured only through active 
oerations at sea. Selection of objectives, and the 
direction of. naval of%ort, properly depend upon the 
location and adequacy of basks which will support sea 
operations necessary for control of the essential 
sea areas. 

(c) Aderuate concentration, dependent upon a central positic 
interior lines, and a proper economy of force, are 
necessary for the security of corii and. 

(d) i'ullification of enemy influence at sea, usually the 
prinary naval objective, is posiible only through the 
active creation of conditions that will permit the 
destruction or containin'; of ener.iy naval forces. 

(e) The important trim, to establish is a national strategy 
and a national tactics. 

( f ) V'hile control of the sea may be a prerequisite for 
naval success, a naval coriiander is confronted with 
a complicated problem which includes, besides the 
maintenance of control, many tasks which more directly 
contribute to the final overthrow of the enemy. 

c) 



OPERATIONS FOR SECURING COr,&A 4D OF SEA AREAS. 

PART I. 

I. Introduction. 

In, land narfare, arndes endeavor to reduce ar. enemy to suh is3ion yy 

the creation of situations rohich per it them to seize and control enemy 

possessions: him territories, cities, resources, and transportation rotes. 

Fundamentally, naval warfare is different from land warfare it that its 

iimnediate concern is the control of sonethin that belongs to neither of the 

adversaries. Each desires to maintain his own freedom to use the sea, and to 

deny it to the other. 

Except for fisheries, the sea has no wealth, and ita control has no 

tangible value of its croon.. The sea can not contribute to the support of 

arum forces, nor can it be held and administered for the benefit of its 

conqueror in the same sense as oem the land. The sea is no more than a road, 

though a broad road without restricting boundaries. Like they air, it is 

merely a midi mL for supporting traffic. Unlike the land areas inoluded in a theatre 

of hostilities, the nature of the sea requires that belligerents give consider-

ation not only to their owr interests, but also to the interests of rariti ,e 

- neutrals. But whether w desire to use it to brim; to our nation the means of 

sustenance, to deny to an enemy a like facility; to protect ourselves against 

military invasion, or to carry the ar to the territory of cur foe, the chief 

preoccupation of our na1 yr Is with the transit of the sea. A nation that has 

control of transit in all parts of the sea not only has the resources of the 

world at its corarand, but fully protects its own sea frontier, and lays open 

the vital positions of its adversary to surprise attack. 

A mariti nation potentially enjoys conpiets control of the sea when at 

war with a nation that has no sea-coast, but i entirely enclosed by neutral 

laud areas. From the beginning of hostilities its naval force, have merely 

the task of deploying so as to interrupt the overseas flow, through neutrals, 

of articles that may contribute to the support of the land forces of his ensmiy. 

For exnnhple, Italy requires few naval vessels in order to prevent Abyssinia 

from obtaining supplies from the outside world, and in a short tine the latter 

country was thus rendered incapable of offering effective military resistance. 



In a war between two nariti':e nst3 one, in which one lacks retral strength 

altogether, to navy of the other should also soon be able to make an important 

contribution to the national military effort. Thus, in the Civil War, the 

North at once began to effect a wide naval deployment for the purpose of 

-~ 
cutting off Southern maritime trade, and of securing the lines of sea cammun•- 

ication, which would r,ivn the Northorn anries freedom of attack ninon the 

tremendous length of the exposed Southern strategic flank. 

ut in a war betQecn two countries who both possess considerable naval 

strenr th, he atte ;.nt by either to extend its influence over the sea will 

be resisted, and a conflict between naval forces will develop. it is the 

general survey of this aspect of naval warfare with which we are oor_cerned. 

today; that is, gaining and maintaining oommwend of a sea area which is disputed 

by the enemy. Subsequent lectures by members of the staff will cover the 

great field of naval operations which have no direct connection with the 

str•zxple for owed, but relate to the operations required for the attainment 

of other categories of war objectives. 

The variation in conditions under which struggles for command of the sea 

are carried on are so various, and depend upon so many factors, that it is 

difficult to arrive at general theoretical conclusions *ieh will *irrnre sound 

in all cases. The greater part of recorded naval history has to do with the 

operations of tho British Navy a. airat its European enemies. But if we look 

at the nap, and consider the relative geographical positions of the maritime 

nations of the world, we are at once struck with the vast difference between 

-- the naval problems that confront sreat Britain and the United States. On the 

one hand, Great Britain is so placed as to do iinate most of the open sea routes 

of her strong Continental neighbors, and has the responsibility for the naval 

protection of an empiro that is distributed throughout the entire globe. The 

people of the Eritish isles depend upon the sea for their existence. On the 

other hand, the United States is a large, self-contained nation., far distant 

from all other military powers, and has as its chief naval resuonaibi lity the 

protectio~i of the more compact international empire of the Western heesiaphere. 

`ion der Golt said: "Let us ha rn, a national strategy, a national tactics." 

An American naval officer, therefore, confronted with the problem of what to do, 

how to use his forces, will be able to reach a satisfactory decision only if he 



bears in zrUnd that the experiences of foram  naval ccx n nders, end the analyees 

of naval warfare by foreign writers will be useful to hi i only so far as he can 

apply theni to situations arising in. the particular strategic sea areas in which 

the United States Navy will seek to operate. 

co sometimes employ the term ' G 
LX  ti521C2 of the Seau as if we were equally 

interested in the control of all parts of" he sea, Upon oor..sideration, it is 

a ~Gaarent that this is not true, and that every ariti . e power is more interested 

in sine oarts than in others. The art of the see. *kucr will always be of the 

greatest importance to a nation is that which lies along its own coasts. If it 

fully controls this part, then at least it oan keep its coastal shipping lanes 

open, and the energy will not be able to oeoss its cea frontiers for the purpose 

of make g a direct major attack upon its national ex.etence. Second, a nation 

is interested in that part of the sea which lios betwe~.n itself and it 8 allies, 

or between itself anu those neutrals upon whom it depends for absolutely 

essential war and food supplies. ,best, a navy would wish to extend control 

to those parts of the sea w3hich are vital to the adversary, not only for the 

transport of military goods, but also for the defense of his territory and the 

support of his war operations, b'inally, come the sea lanes and fool of 

ordinary o©.y^~ ercial trade f a belligerent will control as ssany of these as 

possibie, in order to deny them to he enemy, and to permit its ou n merchants 

to continue as mucn of their usual peace—time trade as possible. Thus the 

degree of interest in the command of particular areas depends upon the influence 

that their transit will have in promoting the attainment of the objectives of 

ear as a wnole. 

Sa~aetly what do we mean by "co~uand of a sea r"eat u Are we to understand 

that, in order to nolci such oo x mand, we must prevent every form of enema 

activity in it? 

A more usual view is ta`L a sea area nay be considered under the coaanand 

n one belligerent when he is abler, t the use of reasonable military pre- 

cautions, to carry on freely the operations of his naval forces and the move-

vent of his sea-borne trtLff'ie= and when his eneny is unable to carry out similar 

affairs in that area except with a :great degree of riaK. :folding com3and of 

an area by one party does not assure a large percentage of safety in them, and 



the rsstrictton of the other party to sporadic operations of limited duration. 

F'vidently a belligerent can not obtain, eo iand of any portion of the sea 

unless its naval forces extend their influence over it by actually operating 

in it. If one of two hostile fleets remains in port, its existence may con—

stitute en unfulfilled threat to the other, but it will never actually enter 

into the contest for eo*rsnd. The errloyment o£ naval vessels solely as a 

collection of floating batteries for the protection of find positions on shore, 

the so-called fortress fleet" plan, has been a fatal obsession of the Russians 

for hundred of years, and has led to zsnr,:erous disasters. A navy will never 

discharge its full obligations except through active and persistent operations 

at sea. As an example, in the World '►'far von Spee's squadron, while cru1sing 

at sea, absorbed a great amount of Allied ener , and caused more actual 

interruption of the Allied use of the sea than did the entire German high 

Seas Fleet so long as it remained in the Gernan bight. While the High Sea: 

Fleet later became active in the Baltic, in the large sense it re new in-. 

active in he North Sea. Thus, it eventually exerted a powerful effect upon 

events in Russia, but, while a constant threat to Great Britain, contributed 

less toward winning the war in the West than did its minor forces, its raiders 

and submarines, which actually operated at sea. 

We :re=r accept as a postulate that a nation's naval forces are valuable 

in the contest for sea supremacy only to he extent that they are able to 

project their active and continuous influence over sea areas whose control 

will be useful for bringing military or economic pressure upon the enemy, 

or for preventing similar pressure upon their ovm country. 

Naval vessels are kited in endurance, both as to tirse and distance. 

After a short period of operation at sea, the;; must return to base to 

replenish supplies and food. Unless other vessels are available as replen—

ishments, their absence Will open the wy to enemy operation. Therefore, 

the distance to their bases from the areas in which they are to operate, the 

location of these bases relative to the area, to each other, and to the enemy 

bases, the availability of supplies, and the length and character of the 

lines of sea co , unIoation to the seb, all will have a relation to the 

probable success that a force of a given character will have it projecting 
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its influence over those areas and so astabliehing a permanent, and not merely 

a tenporary, coTnsend.

In order to control an area, it is not always necessary that command be 

exerted over all parts of it. if v are eaneerned with some particular trade 

route, control of the departure and the arrival areas is ofte:. more important 

than control of the ini ermed fate portions, bwauae in tae open. sea shipping 

is better able to taKe care of itself without help. It to shipping must pass 

through defiles, these may be of equal interest. Si rilarly, if oae belligerent 

seeks control over a particular area, and he other belligerent seeks control 

over a particular area, and the other belligerent can block off even a small 

portion of the route tv that area, than all hops of effective control as lost. 

F'or ecsnple, for centuries the 13riieh fleets have gained ruuch additional 

relative etrsigth because they could operate fra¢a bases that lay close to the 

asa exits frcni many of the naval and cor re rcial bases of the Continental nowera. 

Control of these narrow seas alone went a long way toward establishing oo s nsd 

over great portions of the open oceans. 

Thus we see that the strategic position and the geographic character of 

an area, with reterenoe both to one's own and the e_nen 'a naval bases, may be 

the fig determinant of ability to command it. For this reason, the seiec U on 

of the naval objective and the geographical direction of he effort to he made 

in attaining it, depend upon the possibility of gaining the control over the 

seas leading to it, during the time necessary for completing the operation. 

On the outbreak of a war, command of the sea actually exists only over 

- the waters in the iirunediate vicinity of fleet concentration points. As the 

naval forces co enco their deployment into those parts of the sea which ar. 

initially the most important, each belligerent be4ns to extend his oontrol 

over additinrn7, areas. When he comes into contact with the _1aval forces of 

his ene y, the contest for securing sea supremacy begins. From time to time 

in the subsequent course of events e more or less stable condition may ensue 

-whore, for considerable periods, each belligerent has a reasonably secure 

control over certain fairly deftw5te areas, while in others neither has control. 

If only a part of the sea is the naval struggle for command likely to 

coitnue at full strength. Ech belligerent will seek to extend his rule 



over those parts whose control will contribute most to the success of his 

military or naval ai,ns, whichever may be the more important for the ti ae being. 

Neither one vrill make a serious effort in those parts where failure seems 

certain, were success would be too costly, or where control would bring no 

real naval, military, or dipinatic advantage. 

Actions between the hostile naval forces may be e octed as soon as they 

are in contact. In these actions the stronger of the two detachments in 

contact, ( considering all elements of strength) will obtain control by driving 

back the weaker foroe, someetiies with heavy losses. To secure control so as 

to be male to exercise it to his own advantage, and not have it constantly upset 

by the enemy, a belligerent must maintain a sufficiently large force in or near 

the area always to retain the advantage. Otherwise, he must restrict the 

exercise of his control to a lesser area where he ce draw to himself enough 

ad:~i tiO 1 strength to gain superiority. 

While a fully effective exercise of control of the sea may require a 

considerable dis,ersiorz of naval strength, a belligerent to be successful in 

#itaining this control, must always be able to concentrate enough atrenh 

to drive enemy forces out of that particular area. it is knr the location of 

the parts of the fleet in positions where they can effsct a superior concentration

that the fleets tends to become the decisive reservoir of naval fighting strength 

in maintaini.;1 sea connand. Of concentration, 1iahan saids 

"The guiding principle - - is that your force must n ~t be 

divided, unless large enough to msmr nowhere be inferior to the 

enemy. - - - The essential underlying idea is that of mutual supoert; 

that the entire force, however distributed at the noment, is actin; 

in such wise that each part is relieved by the others of a part of 

its ow burden; that it also does the same for them; while the dis- 

position in the allotted stations facilitates also timely concentration 

in mass." 

To make secure the protection of a particular area, a deployed force should 

~t~liys be able to concentrate enough strength in ti ne to prevent important 



dai e being inflicted lj the enemy. This will usually require that essential 

units be detached only to such distances and in such directions as will permit 

a superior concentration prior to the arrival of the hostile force. When so 

deployed, the force is said to occupy a, central Position, and to operate on 

interior lines with respect to the enemy. Since a force :when distributed in this 

manner is capable of operatin; at magnum effectiveness in the performance of 

many tasks, its deployment fulfills the so-called principle of eoonon r of force.

9n outstanding illustration of the neglect of i.'ahan+s wise advice to 

concentrate the fleet during peace in the area that will most probably be the 

future war theater is the situation in which Russia found herself at the start 

of the war with Japan: the Russia fleet, much the stronger of the two, was 

divided between the ?altic and the Pacific, when an entire continent between its 

two parts. Even the Russian Pacific Squadron Sias divided between Port Arthur 

and Vladivostok, with the Japanese Fleet occupyti an interior position. Japoi. 

franc the beginning was superior in the decisive theater, the Yellow Sea. A 

similar strategic division of the U.S. Fleet eristed until about 1931, a portion 

of it being in the Atlantic and another portion in the Pacific. Great Britain 

has seido' made this error. It will be remembered that it has long been a 

British policy to maintain a strong fleet both in the Mediterranean and in 

hoe graters, but in both areas the subdivisioaiz have been stronger than the 

naval forces of any probable ene¢ny. When the German fleet was heavily atrengther.. 

ed during the first few years of the present centurr, Great Britain did not 

hesitate to reduce the Pediterranean Fleet in order always to have superior 

strength in the more important northern theater. 

We have always to ranxnber that many important naval teaks must be performed 

which have no direct concern with the coTmnand of he sea. For he performance 

of these tasks, forces must be detached fron the main concentration. As is 

always the case when detachments are made, danker arises that the strength 

renaming in the deoiaive theater will not be great enough to retain cormand. 

Concentration usually induces concentration. Shortly after the outbreak 

of a navel war we may effect to have presented a picture where two major fleets 

confront each other, with their advanced elemente in contact. Each is con- 

corned with excluding the other fx a-. the control of the sea areas most important 



to itself, and each wishes to extend its own rule over the areas vital to its 

enemy. Since it is the enemy fleet whioh everywhere interferes with our 

progress toward success in creating a favorable military situation, we may 

logically arrive at the conclusion that the prir~ry objective of major naval 

operations, the effect that we desire to produce poet of all, is the nullifi-

cation of the power of tae enemy fleet to operate effectively. Once this has 

been accomplisned, one are free to use the sea for purposes rr re directly con-

cerned with the objectives of the war as a whole. 

It may sometiaes be believed that obtaining coz1';land of he sea through 

the destruction of the battle fleet, will, in itself, be the mayor objective 

of the wnr, because loss of its fleet na,► be effected to induce the ertecy to 

sue for peace. It is conceivable that this might occur. Nevertheless, history 

usually indicates the contrary. Thus, while a severe defeat of the Dutch fleet 

in their first naval war with zigland led Holland to agree to all of the 

lish dex snnds, the two later Dutch-Nngliah naval wars were indecisive, 

although. both fleets were badly beaten in turn. Trafalgar was fought in 1805, 

and the French fiesta thereafter disappeared frza the seas, but Napoleon was 

not fieally beaten until ten ysae later, and then only by a strong coalition 

of T3rittsh, Russian, Prussian, and kustft armies. In our own Civil War, the 

South's naval forces were insignificant in atren ths they northern navy finally 

proa'ed to be the decisive influence, but the South was actually defeated 

only through long-continued operations by greatly superior land forces. 

Seldeea has a nation suffered two such overwhelming naval disasters as those 

of the two Russian fleets under vitheft and Rozhestvenaki, but probably the 

defeat of Kuropatki.n at Mukden, and the abortive revolution in St. Petersburg, 

actually were the nors i:nzediate causes of Russia's decision to accept peace. 

In 19O7 Sir Julia::^. Corbett wrotes "In most oases it is true that to secure 

command of the sea by destroying the env ny's fleets is the hest way of ensuring 

that your own fleet will be in a position to discharge its --- functions. 

aiut the historical iehod reveals at once that the oo~ rt nd of the sea is 

only a .ae to e.?. e: d. it never has been, and never will be, the end 

itself'." 

T•r' it is to he suc vesetul in raining or maintaining eoi r and of a seq. 



aro , a. let riust always be able to destroy enemy forces in the area, or s 

drive them out through a threat of destruotion; or muat be able to exclude 

then f ron it through containing operations. 

Evidently, a fleet's ability to destroy the enemy depends upon several 

factors. First of all, of course, its Coms€nder will need to be strong 

enough to beat the eneagy in a fleet battle; or, by a mere threat, to force him 

to withdraw entirely. Here, in sea warfare, we find a condition that has no 

parallel in lend warfare. If one liaysl belligerent is the weaker, he will 

not merely retreat to a streng position and ten accept battle under the best 

possible circumstances, but, by retiring into a defended port, he will reenforoe 

his ovn naval strength by the addition of land forces with which the hostile 

navy is unfitted to cope, except possibly through the use of aircraft. The 

inferior fleet 
will escape by disanpearin; iron to sea, and, since naval 

vesaels rzust frequently return to bass for refuel and repair, the sea again 

is opened to a renewal of its opQ rations/soon as the stronger fleet wtthdraws. 

In a direct fight between an amp y and a navy, he a zr will win every time. 

In its proper place„ an army may therefore be the most effective reenforoesient 

that a fleet can possibly obtain, Thus, tro see that we Will need to take into 

ooneideration not only relative naves. strength, but also the fined land strength, 

plus air support, plus geographical conaitiona, which may be used to aid one or 

the other belligerent. 
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Ii. TH{ DESTRUCTION OIL L)iIIY NAVAL } )R.CES• 

We will also need to keep in mind the price that we must pa j for a 

victory or a defeat, 

- Land and naval forces are unlike in the character of the general reservoirs 

of fighting strength which are formed by concentration into anuies and fleets. 

even in the highly mechanised armies of today, the principal element of strength 

is man-power it»elf. During the World briar belligerents on both sides mobilized 

a total of 65,000,000 men, and armed and sent to the field a large proportion 

of this huge n*amber. awhile the total number of ns-val vessels was alsc increased., 

of the large ships which form the principal strength element of fleets, here 

were only a few sent to sea aich had not been under conetruota on at the time 

the war started. The reason was that modern ships, which are intricate and 

e n s give mechanisms, take a long time to build, end absorb ranch of a nation's 

en.er fir= therefore, it is doubtful if war construction ever is likely to have e 

decisive effect upon future naval hostilities. 

Since the replacement of naval losses is slew, a Corsarander-in«Chief must 

maw the best of the forces he has at the beginning, and will not be inclined 

to take as marry chances of comnlete loss as may sometimes be justified in the 

case of an arnw, which can be replaced more rapidly. Few wars have had more 

than one or two ,eneral _naval actions, and these actions have been accepted 

only when conditions se<med to both sides to be distinctly favorable for success. 

Therefore, in naval warfare the stronger side may often be found engaued iM. 

trying to establish conditions that wall permit it to bring the weaker fleet to 

action as a whole, while the weaker is vgabed in evading such notion in favor 

of operating in superior strength against exposed fractions of the stronger 

fleet. In other words, the superior fleet will usually be happy to have a 

chance to meet the enemy .in a decisive battle, while the inferior fleet must 

look to attrition as the principal method of remaving its adversary from tna sea. 

Occasions have arisen when the question of the loss oP oonaservation of 

naval forces has appeared to hive political implications of more importance 

than j:  mediate tactical suocese. One recent example was that the German 

Kaiser, during the early part of the World War, refused to permit the High 

Seas Fleet, as a unit, to run any risk of engaging the :$ritish Fleet, because of 
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its poontial importance as a po11t1oa1 instrument during aid after peace 

negotiations. The fleet as to be saw for future wars. Time showed that the 

wi.sdon of this attitude was at least 1 stiona=ale, 31nc8 it finally led to the 

repulsive spectacle of the surrender the errtiro Gernan Fleet at Scapa Flow. 

ilowevo; , thi 3 police= : ii ht have proved sound had Allies been defeated on 

land, a seined likely at the ti _¢ she decision we.s originally mad. 

Another a ple was the attItud^ of Ad viral Jell icoe rearding the battke 

io;zrent of the (rand Fleet. !)ue partly to h i concern over the possible 

future attitude of to Unite`~ Statc:a, he stated that it was e. "neoeuit,j for 

not lee n, ru2ythinG to chance in :t Fleet action, becauss (the) Fleet a he 

one ama only fector that :vas vital to the es- tsterce of the I mpire, as indeed 

to the Allied cause. (There vms) no ressrre outside thr Battle: Fleet vtick 

coulc in a; "cam take its place, should disaster befall it or even should 

its xzar~im of euperioritJ ever the oxen- be ci :. m ei ." Many people do riot 

give their unqualified approval b J&.lteoe'r. sentiments, hecause e.. severe defeat 

of the Germans at Jutland weld at once have given the Allies an opportunity 

to centost for the control of the Baltic Sea. Sorurirg control of the Baltic 

would have opened he goad to a continuous material support of Russia, and a 

suecessx~:i1 :Battle of Jutland might then have bocce for the Allies the 

decisive battle of the World War. 

I mention the ;e tyro examples b r r of illustration of political motives 

that actually have iMluenced major d©aision as to the attitude to be taken 

with respect to decisive naani1 action with the enemy. These political motives 

can not be diare ;arded because, after all, purely military a5;u st alters be 

subordinated to the final political objective. 

The determination of the „enerai strategic attitude is the first major 

decision that requir€s coersideration after the outbreak of wart viz., whether 

the strategic attitude Is to be griu'.aril-y offensive, or priinari.ly defensive. 

It is easy to say that we should always 'cake he offerujI re, that being the 

only way in which anal substantial gninc may be achieved. The defensive is 

said to be useful for uardin; v hat o have, but it can never conquer. But 

we raa;,r question whether we asp over justified in jeopardizing the entire 
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nabioaal political position 
.

cy exposing our fleet to quick destruction under 

definitely - fx;- able circuustances. 

Much of our s;=s a of naval thout is founded upon ritish ideas and 

history. Tra3itionaU;y, :British naval captains have been ready to accept 

battle even when inferior in strength. Nelso& s famous saying, "11 Calder 

with eighteen gets fairly alongaide their twenty-seven or eight sail, by the 

tine t o enemy has best our fleet soundly, they wi ll do us no more harm txiis 

year", excites our admiration, but it Was made at a tie when the Eritis« Navy, 

as a whole, was the strop, er. ^r tale 3ritish, a univorsalla otien live attitude 

has had tuo sazud eases. First, because their enarues usually have lacked he 

innate na'ra1 genius poss9ssed by British seamen. recoud, because for centuries 

the t3ritish Fleet has usually been so superior in strength that it v a always 

an ad. anta;e for it to exot enge losses, ship for ship. Neverth les.q, on can 

recall not even a single mar where the .British have failed to maintain, in or 

close to home waters, a naval concentration superior to any fleet that could 

conceivably be brought against it in that area. 

Britain has by this measure always iiiunediately accepted for her main fleet 

an attitude  of the strategic defensive, al though it must a i. ao be pointed out 

that, in soa3ral of her vara, hr geograpn.ic situation with respect to her eneeaies 

has been such that her fleet was at the same tine in the best position to act 

on the strategic offensive in that particular theater. 

It wuuid be a mistake to apply this sound dafosivn rule of the British 

to the kierican situation without considerable modification. In the first 

place, the British fleet needs to move con:paretively short distances in order 

to act on any aide of the British Isles, whereas the '..:.leer may have duties 

in two s parate ,weans. Second, the possible endes of the United States are 

fax distant, and our fleet bases da not cover the sea approaches to tbeami as a 

result, our aiaval dispositions for defense are unlikely also to be suitable for 

offense. Third, the United States is a continental nation, and practically 

self-sue"ficient in a material way. It has an immense population distributed 

over a wide expanse of territory. It appears inconceivable that any probable 

foreign coalition vould be able actually to oonqucr the continental United 

States, even if our fleet were badly defeatei at sea. 
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These car aidex ctien$ le.d us to the conclusion that the defensive function 

of cur fleet, with respect to our home territory, is relatively s€miewiat less import• 

ant heii is that of the i ritish fleet. he;•cforo, it r4g1^.t be lesv 'as~c,erous for 

our fleet t'an for the 3riti€ to conduct a major offensive at a distance fraea 

he waters, so far ac territorial cccur.ty of coutinozr al United States is 

concerned• ro'.erer, in accepting such a corciueion, it is well to reosli 

the reponzibi'! is es that the United Stateb has µsrzumed undar the Lionroe 

Doctriue with respect to the defense of the earibbean and South Jerica. 

It ie a z axin that the de 'ess is a s :roc ger form of warfare than the 

attack. The reason_ is, that in the offense a force must maze out into the open, 

must deploy, must create weak points on its fia,.ihxs t to rear, and so a ose 

fractions s of its atrength to urie zpeeted assault 1 stronger energy} detaehnssnta. 

Therefore, in order to assti e a gezu;ral offensive, s decideu preponderance of 

strength should be available, so as to be able to accept losses that rs+y ensue 

from many tenor ecnfiiot8 u th an active ennyr. It is seldom that a belligerent 

trill be strong enough to launch offensives in two directions at to same time; 

consequently, the s{ de taking the offensive must usually be content with a 

s';rict defensive in all other directions and in all other theaters. ihat is, 

it must provide ample security both for the striking force and for vitally 

important areas and positions. 

This does not mean that an absolutely secure passive defense can ever be 

provided in all directions, because such a thing is impossible. The beat rule 

of all seems to be that at offerosive mcvennt will provide the mail.rum of 

s$c~≥rity only 'when vigorously directed against same objective so valuable to 

the end that ho must continuously devote his full effort to its pr~teetion, 

and therefore i.11 not he. re str igt i left for an important offensive of his own. 

An offensive will thus be st d o ity if launched at the correct objective from 

positions favorable for success; only if sufficient strength is availanle to 

attain the objective a ,eiast probable opposition; and only if it has the freedom 

to persist in spite of enemy resiatwioea or counter attack. Sirdlar considerations 

should ixd'lusnoe the dispositions that may be taken for defense. 

One ,r©at advantage of the offensive, provided the exact objective is 

not pr+~aturely disclosed, is that the defense neatir souetines be induced to 
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divide its strenr;th in order to protect several positions that sewn equally 

tnreatenei. `nc attacker nas the initiative as  to the ob eeetive. and ms 

often force the defender to confona to his movements and plans. L E- the Seven 

ears' ti sr, ng1and used its superior fleet to cover repeated descents by a 

sii i  1 expeditionary force upon th e French coast. France was thus forced to 

rua s ntain a large number of troops scattered among several positions at hone, 

and could neither use them to reenforce her army that was operating acPainst 

Prussia, not to reenrorce her defensive garrisons in Louisbourg and Quebec. 

During the periods when sufficient str mgth for a ne.ior offensive is not 

available, belligerent i11 necessarily assume a posture of defense. It was 

iiapolcon's view that the defensive is the more usual condition, as emcnessed 

in his maxim that, "The whole art of war consists in a well reasoned and 

strictly judicious defensive, followed by audacious and rapid attack." There-

fore tue strategic attitude shoud never be passive even when on the defense, 

because an attacking ens y ivill invariably so expose himself as to present 

many opportunities for rapid, minor offensives that in the agtregate may pay 

important dividends. In Corbett'e words, it is well to recognize the "power 

biiat lies in a well-appiiea defensive." But always the defender should prepare 

to assume the ofrensive promptly upon the retreat of the attacker, so that he 

may be dole to reap the harvest that he can obtain it no other way. 

Decision as to whether the strate4e attitude is to be offensive or 

ef'eA ivo, should, therefore, be made only after a full consideration of the 

important elements of the particular situation in which we may find ourselves; 

that is, the nature of the objective we desire, a*id the influence its attain-

merit will i ave on the war; the relative stren Ttl a and weaknesses, naval, 

military, diploratio and economic, of belligerents; the geograzh1oal s1-biation 

of each; and the losses we feel able to sustain in gaining our objecti.iree, 

However, there is one spiritual element, one condition, that should never 

Le eliminated from our consideration. iTh ether or not we at first assume an 

attitude that is, strategically, offensive or defensive in character, it is 

of the utmost importance that we not neglect what is called "the spirit of the 

offensive". Such a spirit gill ir l its possessors to be ready, and actually 

to seize, every fa rorable situation for gaining en 1mpor~azit advantage over the 
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e rr, It is p ticularizr during the tin that a belligerent is, trrcugh weakness, 

forced to act on the strategic defensive, that he should be on the lookout for 

opportunities for xri.nor gains trough the use of local offensives. kt soh 

operat:ione should be made to pa% for thense: vos. Foch eais, "It is not enough 

to throes :,neeelf upon the enemy like a Wild boar." iaoh effort should be cal cu-

lateki, and to be profitable the damage inflicted upon the enemy should always s 

a ,

ire relatively greater than the damage suffered by one's own forces. The reatas} 

danger in rea;aiuing long in a defensive attitude, for the purpose of conservin" 

strength for a future offensive, is that this may tend to krill initiative, as 

well as the spirit of dash and daring so needful for military success. fence 

tine necassity, from the moral stanupoint alone, for encouraging minor enter.-

prise tit,  while contributing to the major offensive, will constantly engage 

the attention of the enemy and inflict Loss upon him. 

The true spirit of the offensive, that is, a constant readiness to meet 

the rnony, but to risk loss only when there seems a reasonable chance for coamnen-

eurate gain, is not a morbid reei mtior: to sell one's life dearly, but is en 

active determination always to make one's blows count. Furthermore, it is 

different fresi the attitude of the ecm:ander who will never move forward 

without £ i ret begin sure of favorable results, by eliminating all chance. 

Napoleun said, ' ar cannot be made without running  risks." A correct aoneeption 

of the true spirit of the offensive ay  often lead a commander to take great 

risks, although he should do so only, when he feels certain that the chaxices 

of great results ure de 'initely in his favor. 

(a) Destruction o. naj icy ;incisive Battle. 

Aa we have mntioned, a weaker naval force will doubtless use all means 

to avoid tryin„ £imal conclusions with a naval force known to be stron.;er. 

then, can the atroier force bring the weaker to action so as to be able 

to destroy* it? Foch said, "You cannot strike an eneerry who is running awy in 

order to sun the blow. You must first take him by the collar to copel him to 

receive the blow.

That s, you must arrange natters so as first to meet the enemy at the 

time he is the weaker and in a L ie position, and you must fii him in 

that position until you have finished with him. Jellicoe bronht scheer to 
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action at PJ LAUD under circumstances very unfavorable for the la ter, but 

was unable to hold on long enough to deal a shattering blots. Instead of rkinf

Scheer keep turning away from his base by continuous pressure with all available 

forces, Jellicoe, himself, broke off the action just long enough to permit 

the High Seas Fleet to escape in the darimess. 

If one fleet is to be successful in accomplishing the destruction of the 

enemy, it must have the greater strength and skill, again emphasizing the 

moral, as well as the phyaical elenents. If it is sufficiently strong, it will 

then have the ability to dispose of the enemy. But there is one thing even more 

important than ability, and that is the willingnesa to fight.  Its leader 

must recognise that the ultimate test of a float is Sts power in battle, and 

he must have the moral and physical courage to force a decisive action at 

the right tine and place. 

In 1781, during the American Revolution, a combined Spanish and French 

fleet of 50 ships cornered the British Channel Fleet of 30 ships in the un-

defended Bay of Torbsy. The Allied Fleet without doubt then had oom d of 

that decisively important sea area; it could have permanentl1 secured that cotand 

by destroying the British fleet, and England would then have been at the mercy 

of the Allied armies. But it was engaged in some minor enterprise and sailed 

away. The Allied oom ander had the ability,  but not the willingness to fight. 

In ordor to bring a weaker enes y away from defended ports and into a vul-

nerable position, only one of two very simple conditions need be established: 

(a) Something the enemy greatly values is in actual danger, and he 

feels compelled to expose hite1f in order to protect it. 

(b) An opportunity appears to be presented to the weaker adversary 

to inflict a relatively greater loss or the stronger than he 

expects to suffer himself. 

The decision to establish the first of these conditions brings us another 

step in the reduction in the relative importance of the objective. In order 

to attain the ultimate objectives of the war, we said that we must first dispose 

of the enemy fleet. Uow, we find that, in order to dispose of the enj fleet, 

we must take definite action with respect to an i mediate objective that will 
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brim; the eneuvr fleet out where we can ;et hold of hiss: during, a period when 

we are the stronger. 

In the nliah-Dutch naval wars, the aglish Fleet invari& ly stationed 

itself in a position to intercept the Dutch trade convoys. Nearly every battle 

occurred as the result of the determinati.on of the Dutch Fleet to protect its 

fable property afloat. 

The orders of his governtent to Adiira1 Cersrera in the Spaniah.Anerioan. 

War were confused, but we are justified in the inference that the reason he 

was sent to Cuba was for the purpose of interfering with the transport of 

American troops, and raisin the American blockade, and thus permitting adequate 

support to be sent to the Spanish armies in Havcrns. and Santia ,o. 

Merely to threaten to take action of thin characteria sold a¢a enough. 

Bona fide operations will be required against objectives such as trade, mili-

tary co munications, or fim:d positions. If the enemy values the objective 

sufficiently his entire fleet will come out to protect it. tovo vor, since such 

an objective is subsidiary to the Art sry objective, which is the destruction 

of the weaker fleet, it is important that the stronger fleet refrain_ frc7r~ 

becoming so involved in the operations for securing the minor objective as to 

be unable to take advantage of the opportunity to destroy the weaker fleet the 

moment it ; P rO8 its appearance. 

In 1866 the Italian Fleet attacked Lissa, partly for the purpose of 

aorcin the weaker Austin fleet out of port and into action. The Italian 

admiral permitted one of his strou; est vessels to be badly dsma ;ed in en 

e_ngae~aent with shore batteries, he also alloyed his fleet to beacxme so 

scattered that he could not concentrate to meet the Austrians when they sudden-

ly appeared. The result was the conplete destruction of the stronger Italian 

fleet. 

Ithen we consiLter the second condition, we see that the droner party 

may present his weaker opponent with an opportunity to inflict heavy losses 

either deliberately, as by a atrategenm; or through making unsound dispositions; 

or because the nature of the situation does not permit hn to avoid risk. 

A toua successful strata r the Japanese at Port Arthur caused 4!M 

Russian Port Arthur fleet to abandon_ sea operations a3xiost entirely, The 

Russian Fleet had been in the habit of coming out in strength to drive off 



Japanese list forces operating in the vicinity, but of remaining in a 

position whore it could quickly regain the cover of the shore defenses. 

During the night of ].2 April, 1904, the Japanese laid a mine-'field in the 

~uselan cruising ground. On the 13th Japanese cruisers and dry^troyrer 

vigorously attacked Russian light roroes near the port. The Russia->. Fleet 

ease out at once, Whereupon the Japanese cruisers retired slowly for about 

15 miles. Togo' s entire fleet su~denlyr appeared. The Russians succeeded in 

oscapinc to their defended cruising area, but when there ran into the newly-laid 

nine field. The battleship Petropavlovsk sank with all on board, Including the 

Russian Cc wi,ander..ins-Chief, .MakarofT. Another battleship was uacl.ly Jana:;ed. 

An e wple of an opportunity given the C er7Lat .e during the World War by 

unsound British dispositions, occurred in the battle cruiser actin on the 

Dogger Bark in January 1915. The Germans failed to ;rasp this opportunity 

through equallr incorrect dispositions. 

er. ian raiders had successfully bsarmbarded Scarhorou,h and Hartlepool in 

Deaaaber.. Tin predictions seems reasonable a let, that the Germans would try 

the sane thit:g again; acid 2d., that the British would txr to catch them at it. 

Both these prediction were ;f a1fllled. 

On January 23d .Aii ral Hipper put to sea with three battle cruisers, 

one amored cruiser, four light cruisers, and several destroyers, with a view 

to raiding British light forces on the Dogger Bank. This raid was unsupported, 

the rest of the Germ Fleet rc aining in port or in the Baltic. The British 

iarcned5.ately learn ,: that a sortie was in. progress, aril sent out their entire 

fleet to intercept the raiders. On 24 Jaxusary, at 0715, Acbtiral Beatt is 

force of five battle cruisers, seven light cruisers, and 35 destroyero em.. 

countered Hipper. The nearest British support was the 3d squn+dron of battleships 

and a squadron of cruisers, 30 rt°1es to the north, while tae remainder of the 

Grand feet was nuch further a~vay. When the action was copleted at 1100, 

the 3d Battle Squadron and the gaud Fleet were 75 and 175 rifles distant, 

respectively. If the High Seas Fleet had left port and had aaauned a position 

to Support Hipper, it might have been able, at one blow, to have destroyed 

British superiority at sea. 

airing a considerable period of her war with Revolutionary Frenoe, 

Great Britain was so concerned with territorial safety at home that the sea 



forces she could spare for the LIediterroneau were too weak to discharge all of 

their duties, one of which was he canes of the French fleet based at Toulon. 

As a result, this latter fleet was able to evade the rather meagre squadron under 

Nelson, and to escort Napoleon's a=shy to Egypt. Napoleon's conception was a 

grand one and right have ?3arl far-reaching results, as it Egypt he had a superior 

army across a very important British supply line. However, in the end his 

move was converted to a British advantage, because Nelson's prompt destruction 

of may' a fleet in the Battle of the Nile left Napoleon's army without support. 

All of these are e:cramples of naval strategic maneuver, which involves what 

are soneti aes called the principles of zuove¢nent, surprise, and superiority. In 

effect, maneuver consists of the strategic redistribution of forces for the 

purpose of effecting against th e exzemy an unforeseen concentration, designed 

to be decisively superior in that particular situation. bios frequently, 

naneuver is icinediately concerned with he creation of subsidiary situations 

which may then be exploited for inflicting severe losses upon an enemy whose 

defense is too strong for direct attack. 

It will be noted, of course, that the degree of success that may result 

from the use of yiianeuver will depend upon the enemy's reaction to it, or 

whether or not ha has enough tins to defeat it. We recognize that the eneazj 

is constantly sc aaaing to put us at a disadvontage. If he makes a correot 

analysis of our intention, in tiii , we may find that he has turned the tables 

on us, and that we have only succeeded in putting our heads into the lion's 

mouth. Hence the inperative need for secrecy in all our preparations, and for 

rapidity in the execution of our plans. It is particularly dangerous to employ 

the sauce form of maneuver repeatedly, or to ala several successive silnilar 

attempts at the sane pk~ysical objective, because such misuse of ;^aneuver will 

almost surely ivc the enem,r the opportunity he is looking for. 

Maneuver nay be tactical as well as strategic in character. Thus :Iolron 

successfully employed tactical maneuver when at Trafalgar he was able to can— 

oentrate an twexpeoted and overwhelming superiority against Villeuaeuve's canter 

and rear. 

The device of maneuver is well known to the land forces. Os. land, one of 

its most oomnon applications is the movement of strong foroes toward the enany' a 
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lie of offiamin4catLoyzs for he purpose, not prixaarily of getting acro ,a the 

line, but of dlwloding his mein arrt~;r fro a atroug position, and into a a'ser 

one where he can be nor v easily defeated. Suuh was the purpose of iee pla for 

the Seven .y a' Battle in t o Civil ar, aid Jacoon's movemo~rt through the 

mountains az'ound pope's right fxaa. The latter operation had the result of 

drivl r Pope out o; hic trong position on the left bank of the Rsppahnnock, 

and led to a couplets disaster to the vn;.or. Ari in the second i anassas wattle. 

This t ^atogic device, nencuver, i equally important to nay a1 forces, 

a fact that has frequently been ovorlooked. A consiut cable period o.' the 

or1d War elapsed bofcrs its u f` lness becatTte so apparent to the high Lommand 

of either the Eritish or the :arnhaa Fleet that tej devoted mush energy to its 

eanployr er t. ' ut frc about 'the beginning of 1916 Loh wire endeavoring to put 

the other at a disadvantage there decisive losses could be inflicted, through 

the a plco,ment of maneuvers of the most elaborate character. For emple, 

it was through the use of a deeiivinF: maneuver at the beginning of the 3attle 

of Jutlend that upper drew r3eatty into a trap sat 'by Soheer zit i nis nigh 

Seas Fleet; but Scheer pro p;;ly fell into a siinUar trap when beatty in turn 

led him into contact pate apiece ad the concentrated British Craud Fleet. 

In both those caoss a dunce aeeued to be presented to ovarwno n a .maker 

enFrr~Zr detachne it, but both opportunities ;iere frustrated through prompt s'up~ort 

of the exposed detaa?ments. 

In alleoture it is iiiposaible to do none than to indicate the are Gut-

lines of the complicated strategic situations that may be involved. in a campaign 

to foroc deoiaive action upon a ui~rillyii en eej. In closing this sect .on of 

our subject, Ro c111 merely razt that the Coirenarsder oi' the superior fleet 

will ntiver mink; the en to action erely b, sailing fort sna inviting ring him 

to fight: it is ecseY~tial that, through successful enterprise end .:maneuver, 

he hinself rc eate co .ditionc that . U l 2 oroe to vreaker Cc7mrciarider to expose 

hi sslf to he chance of battle as the lesser of the iwt. ev i1ta. 
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Pert II. 

(b) .Destruction of henry by Attrition. 

By the terra "decisive battle" we refer to a single major .action between 

large concentrations of naval forces of all categor~Ss, pushed to the point 

where the darwie to one side is so serious as completely to charge the .naval 

situation. 'e someti es use he tern loosely when speaking of small con-

centrations and leseer situations. By the word "attrition" to seek to describe 

the gradual z grin: avta r of the stren th of the opponent through nuxaerous sue-

oessful minor actions between small groups. Attrition may for the weaker fleet 

be the only hope of upsetting an unfavorable i*la noe, ut both: sides may be 

sxpected to be on the lookout for minor, as ill as major, opportunities to 

inflict dsoaze upon the enemr. Neither side wr311 deliberately remain lob::." in a 

position mere attrition is likely to be successful against it. 

We nay conceive of two general methods for the ennplojment of attritiont 

1st, by the use of special weapons developed for minor attacks 

upin stroww; naval vessels, 

2d, by superior concentrations aainat exposed detao}xe 2ts. 

For a long time the chief strength el x ent of navies has been battleships, 

which, concentrated in mmtbera, could defeat all attacks by weaker vessels. 

minor craft were supplied for scouting and for exercising 3ontrol of the sea, 

these operations being carried on under the proteotion furnished by the gun 

no er of squadrons of battleships. In the v°rooden ship era, the fire -ship 

provided the principal form of manor attack designed for use against battleships, 

and these latter prcaptly developed a successful defense by the use of bocce and 

muaernus small patrol craft. 

?essola< daa3ignsd for scouting and control work still remain, but vithin 

the past fei7 ;rears navies have introduced three new and very important means, 

other than ;Mire, for inflicting naval damage. All are ecaployed by special 

types of naval craft rich individually are weak: surface torpedo vessels of 

various sizes, eulxmaxines, minelayers, and airplanes, Fro a broad viewpoint, 

geese rigor naval types are designed principally as a major threat against 

battleships. 

Small surface torpedo craft are likely to find their chief use it ettaokk 

on surface 're els i-_ mar 'ow passaa0ee or coastal waters. Destroyers are useful 
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for fleet battle when strongly supported by heavy surface vessels, or for night 

attack on large, slow-moving dispositions, but do not have a long radius nor 

very good see.-keeping qualities. Satz ari ec have a special faeaility for con• 

oeaL:aent, and have long endurance, but their slow speed ha pers them in effect-

in heave concentrations, except in an area through which it is well bioan the 

ens y must pass. dines can be used to form an almost ii assable barrier along 

the hoarse coasts or sometimes even in the open sea, and, to a li::ite'l artent, 

can be placed by stealth in enemy waters. a3ut they cazi of 2e laid in deep 

water, and, once dvvin, cannot move. Aircraft have the poirer of rapid eoncer'. 

tration and attack within the limit of their range from their bases, and they 

are the only category that on be used sgainei naval vessels when at anchor 

in defended harbors. Torpedoes, mmnse, and bombs, when within the sphere of 

their effectiveness, all aro dangerous weapons against ships of all cateL'oriee. 

To be successful in any great de See, ninor weapons must be used in large 

quantities= that is, with en effective concentration. They have t h advantage 

of beir capable of rapid manufacture, and so etix es can be prepared in secrecy. 

Submarines, because they were used in large numbers, woald possibly have been 

decisive for the Germans if the United States had not entered the war on the 

Allied side. On the other hand, poison gas and tanks vivre first empleyed in 

small quantity, before a sufficient concentration had been prepared, and this 

premature appearance merely ga,re the enemy enough warniu to permit. to 

evolve an adequate defense. 

Similarly, the :fanous torpedo assault by Japan on the Russian Port Arthur 

fleet, before he declaration of war, was effective morally, but not very 

effective materially. The reason was, that it was made up of a succession of 

attacks, rather than a single, concentrated attack. )uring the night of 8-9 

February, 1904, the Russian Fleet lay outside Part Art.riur, without having 

assumed a condition of readiness for defo.so. Ashore, the batteries -mere not 

manned, the guns were still secured for the winter, and no an nition was at 

• hand. 3etaieen midnight and two a.m. ten Japanese destroyers attacked in three 

separate r~nvea. At eiont in the morning a division of cruisers approached 

for the purpose of reocnnaissanoe. The destroyers had made torpedo hits on 

three large sesse1e, but the principal result was to alarm the fleet and 

garrison, so that when at noon Togo attached with his main fleet, he wag 
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received, and vrss driven off after inflicting only minor damage. Had 

he sent his destroyers in  at davn, and Iollrt~ed them immediately with his major 

attack, he would have found conditions ideal for completely destroying the 

entire Russian Fleet without severe loss to hnself. 

Strategically, these nerc minor weapons have their greatest value in the 

defensive. As a results we ney expect ixa ortaant enemy naval operations to be 

pushed bc.ci cevaral hundrei miles £r r well-defeniei coasts, so that it will 

be more difficult than ever to control saa areas close to an enemy'a home waters. 

It is frequently asserted that battleships will continue to overcome minor 

opposition, and will always re in the principal strenjth element of the fleets. 

Such a statement expresses only a half truth. Even before aerial bombs becane 

a factor, Adrairal Scheer aside "If (the German) fleet went into the nglish 

Channel t?xr the Dover-Calaic Straits its tactical situation would be si°fly 

hopeless. 1t would have no room to  euver against torpedo and aline €attack•" 

We recognize clearly that battleships me longer have the freedom of movement 

they once had, and that they can. not opera e indefinitely in waters where they 

are exposed to attack b;J torpedoes, mines, and bombs. It is, perhaps, more 

truthful to say that battleships do re  lair,, the essential strength element of 

fleet, but they must be provided with adequate security throui appropriate 

operating conditions and measures of defense. The measures most likely to be 

successful now seem to be: 

(a) Operation of battleships in waters where heavy minor concentrations 

are improbable= that is, at distance from fixed centers of ens ny 

resistance, 

(h) Increase in defensive power through structural improvement and the 

addition of considerable minor gunfire, 

(a) Direct protection by naval types less tulnerable than are bast i eshims 

to minor 51r. attack. 

(d) Cozuter-at:..ack upon centers of minor activity. 

Perhaps Lanan's statement is due that the principles of naval strategy 

remain unohan eable, but it is certain that recent developments have modified 

their application almost beyond recognition. 

The initial German naval conception during the World War failed to appre• 
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sinus the changed conditions of modern naval war. Traditionally, the British 

lurVe boasted that their naval frontier was upon the enemy' a coasts. The Germans 

therefore ez~eeted that the British fleet would at the beginning appear in 

strength close to He1L;oland. In their view, such action would have been in 

accord with the idea of Clausewits that the stronger military force should at 

once set out to attack the enaiy's principal concentration. The German High 

Coro end planned to wait quietly in the German bight, and, after their light 

forces had gradually worn away the British superiority by the use of mires and 

torpedoes, to send out their main fleet to sweep up the remains. 

The British naval offensive was conducted in acoordance with naval, 

rather than with military ideas. Furthermore, it was modern, and took account 

of the torpedo and mine. The result of their offensive was a great British 

army in France, starvation in Central Europe, greater at ;rition against the 

Germans than they suffered themselves, and, finally, a fleet battle where 

the British were in greatly superior strength. 

The enployii ent of he second general attrition method, that is, conoen- 

cation_ aUainet exposed detachments, may be suitable under several different 

oondition . scouting and patrol lines, raiding forces, blockade and trade 

protection squadrons, convoys and escorts, all perform essential duties, but 

involve the deployment of weak forces that inwlte attrition. But it is 

particularly against an enemy engaged in an overseas offensive movement that the 

greatest opportunities for attrition, both by minor attacks and superior con'. 

ceatraticns, msy be expected to occur. In such oases, the prosence of a slow 

convoir and the probability that detached forces will be ueod, viii permit a 

series of harassing attacks by sutmarines, aircraft, destroyers, and fast 

battleships had; ay be very destructive in the aggregate. After eetabli&isat 

of ari overseas base the great etroa i of supple vessels that are active s~mgrs

loos though very inferior in strength, will be able to exploit to his slat 

Mwasbs .. In the days of sail, the difference in speed betvrean raz vessel 

sad r at craft was small and rapid ca:mnniicat1on facilities did not existf 

it nas thsa lertimes possible to pass convo;js over unovm &i ded spas sad 

adequately protect then throurh control of the departure and destinatiaa! arlaa. 

Ts 's when Mrs .tt are available for scouting large sections fibs se 



and radio can quickly assemble high speed 7085e12 for attack, it sew 

probable that open sea attrition will be more successful, end therefore more 

oontinuou protection seems necessary. During the early wars with France, 

British overseas 3xpeditiona to the colonies, in otiutting distance between 

themselves and hone, also were moving,, away from the chief centers of enemy naval 

strength. These pc ,i tions ars not copara, is with those aainat foes eftuated 

on the opposite sic'.c of an ocea i. in ouch a case, while the fleet on the 

offensive is near its home ha s, it is reenforced by minor elmerts and land 

defenses= but as it zovs awyr, it loses this support. Jhen it approaches 

hostile territory, it encounters re*istance not only from the principal enemy 

fleet, but also from increasing numbers of minor units. The advancing force 

becomes weaker the further it goes toward the party on the defensive. Only 

when it can establish a broad strata;ic front projected from nearby bases havin,; 

an interlookin~' defense, will it be able to support its deployed forces under 

the adva.itageous conditions enjoyed by the defense. 

Wid€ deployment of naval forces always is necessary to gain information 

of the s ley, to prevent him from making surprise attacks, and to establish 

conditions for bringing him to action. Adequate support of exposed detachments 

is necessary if they are to continue to ope~'ato. b en the eno y learns of the 

existence of this support, this may be expected to lead him to employ stronger 

forces for the attack. The result sometimes is that comparatively minor tasks 

finally involve the oplvyment of very large forces. During the war after the 

errnsna had destroyed the escorts of one or two convoys from Norway=, on several 

occasions .Jelly ;oe covered the convoy route with the entire (rand Fleet. The 

Battle of Jutland resulted from S cheer' s determination to raid British shipping 

near Forger, in the hope of enticing a 13rritish detachment of moderate rise 

into action with the High Seas Fleet. 

It is obvious, however, that the entire fleet cannot be used for the 

iimiedia a support of every minor operation. Risks must be accepted, and a 

plan of operation adopted that accords with the importance of the objective, 

and with an evaluation of information as to the probable distribution of own 

and enemy strength. 



Thus we see that a'. ef'f'ective degree of cone v;ra Lion, together with 

effective ;aeneuver and seaurity, are important considerations °ia: the distri-

bution of forces in proparaton for attrition attacks as well es for establish-

ing the conditions for decisive battle. In addition, if he weaker fleet is to 

be successful in gaining relative strength through the use of attrition, it is 

essential that it shroud its mo c cents in the greatest secrecy, so as to be 

able to surprise exposed eneany detachments before these can be withdra;+n or 

reirforeed. 

The great drawback, in deciding. to make attrition our principal means of 

injuring the enemy, is that its results depend to so great an extent upo' fiat 

the enemy may do, that it becoes an unce 'taro method at best. Under favorable 

ciroi. etancse xt may promise decisive results. Under others, it is a two-edged 

sword which may do as mach darua.g a i^ ens direction as in the other. 

(c) Destruction of Naval Forces by Land Operations. 

The third general method that has bocce, employed for the destruction of 

naval forces has been their capture by land operations. While this method 

lies prin~rily within the province of the airy, its purpose is to assist the 

fleet in gaining command of the sea. It usually involves the cooperation of 

naval forces in such work as the bloe*ade of the exits from the enemy naval base, 

contingents, and in the case of emphibious a peditions, direct support for 

effecting a landing. 

So many oases have occurred where land troops have been instrumental in 

destroying naval dotao inents while they have been shut up in port that the 

possibility of the future employment of the method, either by or against our 

selves, should not be overlooked. When conditions are favorable for its 

success, and sufficient land troops are available, it forns the one sure way 

of destroying naval forces that have taken refuge frc¢a a superior enemy by 

xetirits to their bases. 

The soocial cr+ i 1  tions that seem to be required are that the fleet to be 

attacked must be denied escape or reimforcoen t by } r of the sea, and that the 

attacking land forces must be free from int~rference by strong land forces log 

enough to complete their voric. These conditions require a superior blockading 

naval force, and the defending base so situated that it can not easily e 
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relieved overland. Such locations mazy be an island which can not be reinforced 

because local c>3 wand of the sea has been lost; a base surrounded by an exflanse 

of di 'fiaalt terrain, or one very close to mere r territory; or one whose defense 

can not be er.sured because troops are needed ela he, e. A few exa tp1ea may be 

cited as typical of the m ,r variations that have occurred in the use of this 

method. 

In 1753 during the Seven Years' VVar the mayor Frt+t~ch amiss were operating 

on the eastern frontier against Hanover and Prussia. For protection of her naval 

and ccn neroicl ports France depended upon a strong eeaward defense afforded by 

coastal fortresses, which within a few days might be reenforced by the mobili-

zation of scattered detachments of militia. 

In June, Howe, with a small naval escort and supporting detachment, 

conducted British transports across the Channel to St. Halo, where 13,OOO 

troops landed. He then blockadtxi the port. Anson placed his British Channel 

Fleet in a position to intercept the Brest fleet if it should try to interfere 

with the expedition fan Sand, although he kept his fleet sufficiently far 

fre Brest to permit the French fleet to sortie if it desired. The British army 

found itself unable to capture the fortress, but within the port, whose entrance 

was covered by the French gun, the troops destroyed four frigates, eight 

privateers, 62 mercY .hien, and various small croft which were reader for sea. 

The exK,editionary Lroops then zoo- eked beforo superior French land soroes 

could assemble. 

This exr~edition was intended partly to destroy French vessels which were 

•portly to sail to the defense of Canada, partly to get Franco to weaken her 

army in in order to reenforce her coast defenses, and partly to induce 

the French fleet to love Brest in order to protect St. Malo, in which case 

Anson was prepared to ont a~s it decisively. This may be taken as as illus-

tration of the use of a minor L ieuver for the purpose of establishing condi— 

tionc favorable for the acoo?lishmnt of major objectives. 

At the outbreak of the Aneric an Civil War a considcraUe number of de- 

ao uuiaeioned Union naval vessels, many large naval gu a, and quantities of 

naval material were at the Norfolk Navy Yard. The Souti hµd onl very small 

i~b rrta of war material, no navy, and ferny manufacturing plaits. The avemnor 



of Virginia appreciated the desirability of aaptuzing the Navy Yard and its 

ships and supplios, and he auocee3ed in setting on foot the or~a~ization of a 

military force cxaposed of Norfolk dtizexis and Naar Yard eohanice. The Northern 

authorities ire unable to teas effective otopa for protectiop the Yard, end on 

21 April, 1861, evaouated it after destroying cost of the ships end build fees

and part of the military material. The Norther losses amounted to eleven 

wr.rships, old and new. Southern authorities saved the etean frigate t ERRIMAC, 

ine y large naval dune, and scn^e other stores end equiiixnent. 

T ,  2li wd hx edition to the Crimeen Yor .naula was projected for the 

purpose of capturing the main ussiar base at vebas*opo'±. The sien Ilaok Sea 

Fltiot consisted of fifteen battleships, several fr igates an brie, and various 

smell v:es els4 his soon s the eoere~hat stronger ,Allied nasal force passed the 

Straits, this fleet retired to the protection of the fortified harbor of Sebastopol. 

warn they remained mti 1 tho sus oundi heigtite were captured tr the Allies, 

whereupon the >h ssins t nse1 yes destroyed their entire fleet, 

A quite s ilar instance occurred in the ease of the ?uaeian Peeifie 

Squadron during the Ru$o•Japax ese War. Here t: e •Ja;ranee had. full con r land of 

the sLa through blockade of the fleet in Port Arthur, but that was not ei of gh, 

because of the projected vovaje to the Paoi.fic of the Russian Baltic Fleet, It 

becsns necessary for the :Yapancee, in order to retain sea oon and, to destroy 

the Russian Pacific Squadron threw h the capture of its base before arrival of 

the altio Fleet. The seizure and capture of Port Arthur 1r they Ja2anese land 

forces f©Il ywed.. 

What in several reapecta may eventually be considered a naval classic 

occurred in the Spaniah••American War. In he island of Cuba was a well equipped 

Spf nish sxsy of 200,000 men, of erhosa 23,000 were in Santiago and the surrounding 

dY stricts. The bilk of the re index were near Havana. C uuiication between 

he two parts of the Spanish arny was difficult except vial the water route. 

B ei r .F1zropeen military writers have ridiculed the .American military effort because 

it was not made directly aueinst the strongest part of the Spanish force at 

H.svam~. Instead, as soon as Cervera's fleet entered Santiago it was oronptly 

bl c+tsiac~eP3 h' :he entire American fleet, end an expeditionary force of 16,000 aver 

was hastily got together and landed near Santiago for the express purpose o£ 
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capturing the Spanish naval force. Atiny operations wore so far successful that 

CERVERA put to sea and lost his fleet in a naval action. With the coirnmnand of the 

sea absolutely secure for the United States, the entire Spanish garrison of Cuba 

surrendered only 84 days after the declaration of war, and without havin : been 

able to fight a land battle of anyth3ng like major proportions. Sixteen thousand 

troops, 1r means of an ex-centric attack, were able to justify the power of an 

army of 200,000 anc3 of the entire Spanish Navy. 

III. CONTAINI  NAVAL, FORCES. 

Vie have indicated that political airs should always determine the selection 

of the xta,ior objectives of naval warfare; that the coi and of certain particular 

sea areas is desirable only in proportion to its usefulness in attaining the 

ulti ate naval objectivea; and that the destruction of the naval forces of the 

energy will ab:rw be the ioet direct and effective means for assuring the 

coi'and of t""rzo stra` a ically important areas. 

rtovre-Fer, siren after tkie most patient and brilliant effort it may prove 

to be entirely isipracticable to create conditions which vr.Lll permit us to 

destroy the enemy fleet. It may be too strong for us. Or, on the other bend, 

if the enemy fleet is the weaker, its Ccimaander may be constantly on his guard, 

and may resist every temptation which we may set up for hira. rfe may not feel 

justified in risking all ?do chances of winning the va.r by accepting a decisive 

action. !e may escape by reammasning in port or by retiring to an area where we 

are too weak to attack him, but from which he may continue operations that will 

effectively dispute our coaa~nd of an i'sportant part of the sea. Getting at tha 

main reservoir of enemy naval strength in such positions may be beyond our pdsus

or may require so long a time and so great an effort that unsuccessful land 

operations, or diplanatic failures, or economic e~austion, may finally defeat 

us. In cases where time may be vital to our final success, and the oonaaand of 

the sea is i mediately iieeesaary in order to bring effective pressure upon the 

enemy nation some method of obtaining the command must be found other than 

through the destruction of the enemy fleet. 

In order that they may exert a disruptive influence in he areas which 

are vital to our success, the enemy naval forces must actually operate in them. 



Therefore, if Et is within our pov ar - exclude those forces from the ares. in 

disnute, we may be able to obtain pr osily the same results as if we were to 

destroy them. It may prove to be possible t exclude the en ,r from our areas 

by the s cesstzl ernpioymetxt of containing operation. 

The definition of "contMn" is, "To hold within freed limits." which 

avcurat3lT describes the general objectives of offing operations. The limits 

we would prefer to assign to the ens¢ r forces are those within which he can do us 

no narti.onlar.  harm. Our effort should be designed to restrain them at such a 

distance from the areas we wish to control as wi ll prevent them from interfering 

with our proieoted operations in those areas. 

r ido r ly, therefore, when we resort to containing operations, we area 

decidin' take as our tmedIate naval objective the destruction of the 

energy naval forces. We no longer are chiefly interested in trying; direct con- 

elusions with him, but prefer to gain our ends by keeping hire at a distance. 

We decide to b±r-pass the en ny and devote ourselves to the direct accomplishment 

of the major aims of the war 

There are two 

as a whole. 

nditions when operations seem suitable for contain-

ing the eneiy, rather then attempting to destroy him. One of these cunditloas 

•xists when we are the stronger, but are usable to get our hands on him, st'hough 

he may threaten our operations. The other condition occurs when our available 

naval force is the weaker; or, being the stronger, if for any reason is unable 

for the tie being to afford the losses that might be incurred through forcing 

a decisive action. 

Two distinct types of containing operations rmj be eaployed. The first is r 

by blockade oi` the area in which the enomyr fleet or detachment is operating. The 

second t roe involves the operation of all or part of our naval forces in a mazer

which so threatens something the enemy holds valuable that he will remain near it 

in order to protect it. Broadly speaking, only the stronger force is able to 

employ the method of blockade, wile either the stronger or the weaker force 

may employ the threat method, although there are exceptions to this statereit. 

There is also an iw partat variation of the second form of containing oper-

ations. The situation may be such that we believe that the exertion of the full 

strength in an area may frustrate our attempts at Its control. But if we ca 
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induce the eneirr.r to expend a lane portion oi his atren ,th in another direction, 

that ii, to divert pant of hip war c f'fo rt, we may find it po: ai ble to attain 

our object. o. In this case, we create favorable conditions for ourselves by 

the use cf a diversion deli ned to contain enemy forces out of the area in which 

we are ..most interested. 

(A) rn./xiAi . 

When we ssj,eak of "naval blockade" in conneotion with the contest for ooxim and, 

we are not partioularly interested in coi mercial blockade, which is need for 

interrupting enemy trades. A naval blockade ax: s prirarily at the restraint of 

en enemy naval or military force, although it will also be effective for corrm er-

cial purposes. "Taval blockade seeks to establish conditions such that the enemsy 

force will have the option of anaining where he is or of accepting decisive 

action as soon as he cones out. 

Sir Julian Corbett has gone to great lengths in expounding fine distinctions 

betweor "close" en' "open" blockade. The real different© seems to be that, as 

practiced by the British, the close blockade always endeavored to bring him out. 

It seems preferable to view the open blockade as sip plyr a method of maneuver 

designed to bring the exsemmy to action, and not merely to contain him. Ii the 

present Haver we will treat the blockade es a method of keepirir the ene*ty 3n his 

present position, end also of preventing important reenforcements from reaching 

him. Instead of Corbett' a terms, it seems better to use the two terme "distant 

blockade" and "close blockade", as referring to the geographical separation of 

to blockading force and the port blockaded. 

This difference is shown by the fact that in order to hold the enemy in 

position, soaetires the blockading fleet has not remained in front of the port, 

but has taken station at a more distant base. In order to hold the hostile 

fleet in place, this base had to he so located a$ to command the exits from 

t' a eneany port, and thus to make it probable that the enemy coy old be brought 

to action before escape +,o the open sea. Only a few cruisers were left on 

direct watch in _front of the enes~y port. In their distant position the blookaderaa 

had the advantage of a secure position in bad weather, but could go to sea at any 

time for training. They often could acc nplish other tasks, such as covering 

trade or military convoys. But this form of blockade was never fully effective 
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unless the base of the blockaders occupied a central position having interior 

lines with respect to the enea r port. Unless such a base was available, the enemy 

sometimes escaped acid did great d e without being oaught, while at other times 

rsenf oreeiaeuts arrived which made hip: the stronger. For emnple, the English 

Fleet in the 'i hs lies estuary during the Dutch-English naval wars could usually 

intercept the Dutch Fleet whether it went up the North Sea ar out through the 

Channel. Also, Togo in position at the Elliot Islands could cover the Japanese 

transport routes to Manchuria, and could also aesmn- surely intercept the Russian 

Fleet before it could make good its escape to Vladivostok. On the other hand, 

a British fleet at a covering position in Torbt r could by no means insure 

interception of the French Brest fleet, and therefore, strictly speaking, was 

not a true blockading force. 

A ©lose blockade was conducted by stationing the blockading fleet directly 

off the enemy port, where contact would always be assured. The great difficulties 

with close hlookades in the distant past were that occasionally the blockaders 

were driven off by stress of weather, while the wear and tear of renainin ; at sea 

for long periods required oonsid u:ble additional strength for the purpose of 

providing periodic reliefs. But on the whole the close blockade was usually more 

effective than the distant blockade. During the wars of the Napoleonic period, when 

the British were particularly alarmed over the prospects of a French invasion, 

Brest Cadis and Ferrol were blockaded by strong forces iceot constantly before them. 

The United States Navy has frequently been criticised by European experts 

for its manner of conducting the blockade of Santiago during the Spanish—American 

War. In this case the American ships here maintained in a semicircle close to 

the port, and left their positions only to go to Guantanamo for coal. This Method 

might 'have become very *ncacnfortable during the hurricane season or if the 

operation had been prolonged. 

But the fact is, there was no central covering position in the south coast 

of Cuba having interior lines with respect to Santiago. The Spanish had no 

torpedo boats worthy of the name, and thus there was no great danger in a close 

blockade. Furthermore, the Spanish vessels were thought to have superior speed, 

and a distant fleet cold not have o- er :aicen them. Finally, the Navy counted 

upon the aruyts efforts to drive the Spanish Fleet to sea. In spite of criticism, 
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the method actually nployed se s to hare boon the correct one. At all events, 

the blockade rxss effec~ive practically, whatever it rss theoretically. 

Only under exceptional cira ns noes 'cnUl it evor :..gain be possible for 

na val forces to n in~ai a cZoae bloc:;adc. Blockading fleets will be forced 

to remain at, a di s+ounce uhure they can receive protection against torpedoes, 

runes, and bcmbs, those weapon_e 4ahich have heccme so important for increasing he 

'or of he defense. Jollicoe a-,ates that: 

et — - The advent of the eut mrir_e and the destroyer, and, to a 

lessor ez tent, the use of the nine rendered •, - - inposaible (the 

disposition of) our squadrons - - - in he vicinity of those ports 

of the enemy in widch his fleet lay. - , - No large ship could cruise° 

oonstantly in to vicinity of enemy bases without a certainty that she 

would fall an early vdatiu to he attacks of sutearinee. - - - Even if he 

eubrutrirte danger could be overco~ie, the heavy ships would be so con to 

attack 1r enenw destroyers at night - - that they would certainly be 

injured, if not sunk, before mamy days had passed. 

"These facts had been rccog ized before he wear and a watching 

policy frog a distance decide upon - - - for the purpose pf preventing 

enemy vessels from gaining the open sea.` 

Thug we nu s t face the fact that, although sea communications have become 

tremendously increased isn inportanos in raoclern ties, modern fleets no longer 

can e*zploy close blockade, whith for so rrszzy years proved to ire one of the most 

effective methods for preventing the weaker navy from interrupting he maritime 

corrmursloations of the stronger. 

The distant blockade remains, but he use of aircraft will further increase 

the separation of the blockading fleet from the bases under blockade. &eographical 

situations t nick especially faor a distant blockade therefore now have a greater 

relative value, as compared with the past. For example, the situation of great 

Britain with re ~ sect to the northern coasts of Europe, and the situation of Japan 

with respect to the coast of Northern Asia, are such that it is eonparatiarel,r 

easy for these two po4~rs to  establish cffective distant blockades, particularly 

as geographical condition even permit the torpedo, mine, and bomb to be turned 

to the very great advantage of the blockader. 



The geographical situation of the United States is totally different from 

the of Great Britain and Japan. This country tvr uld be sale to station forces 

in position from which they might blockade any fleet wish might be based entirely 

within the Caribbean, but does not now possess any territory from which it could 

a~intain en effective blockade of the home ports of any probable enemy. Conversely, 

it does not seem possible for any foreign power, or any coalition of powers, to 

blockade the ports of the United States, so long as we retain our present relative 

naval end air strength. 

There are two exceptions to the general rule that only the stronger fleet 

is able to enforce a naval blockade. The first occurs when a power occupying the 

fortunate position of Great Britain wishes to maintain command of the open sea 

by blockading a fleet within an elmost totally enclosed area such as the North Sea. 

Britain I. able to close the Chanel with torpedoes, mines, and bombs alone: 

therefore, enemy forces destined for the Atlantic must be so strong, and must 

proceed via such a long roundabout northern route, that the British might even 

have a fleet oonsideaably the weaker of the two and still prevent anything but 

sporadic interruptions of her open sea control. 

The second exception occurs when, as in the Russo-Japanese War, a fleet is 

interposed between two enemy detachments, each 'maker than the blockader, although 

they are stronger in the aggregate. The problem here is for the blockader to main-

tain a central position in order to prevent the concentration of the separated 

detachments. 

(b) Threat to Critical Positions and Areas. 

The simplest illustration of the influence of a small detachi ent in a 

t ss*siag poaition for containing strong forces is the case of a military 

fortress which lies close to the line by which a hostile nation seeks to push 

forward an army of invasion. If the army should ignore the fortress by leaving it in. 

its rear, the garrison can easily interrupt all of its oonmtunioations. Therefore, 

the army has the choice of leaving a blockading detachment behind, or else of 

stopping to invest and reduce the fortress. In the first case, the invader 

seriously reduces his offensive strength, while in the second he loses time 

which may prove to be invaluable to the defender. 
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Strom positions which shield comparatively weak naval forces ma,;, have 

precisely the sane effect upon a fleet endeavoring to ostablis: itself at a 

distance from its home bases. This is particularly the case where a maritin a defile 

exists. It is easy to iL*gine the deterrent effect which amal1 British naval forces 

at Gibraltar and Suez would have upon an attempt by the Italian nave tc> operate 

from basee outside the Mediterranean. 

In the Seven rears' tsar the principal British objective was the conquest 

of Canada. To effect the conquest it was considered necessary to capture Quebec 

by means of an amphibious expedition, while Montreal was to be taken by land troops 

based in Northern New York. TheBritish possessed Halifax and had a greatly 

superior navy, But the strongly fortified French port of Louisbourg lay close to 

their proposed line of marine coscrunicatior,.s to the St. Lawrence. The attempt on 

Quebec was delayed for three years because it took he British taro seasons to 

riduce Louisbourg, end they were unwilling to cozm1t themselves to a major oper-

ation in Canada so long as Louiebourg remained in French hands. .After its 

reduction, it then became safe for the British to undertake the expedition against 

Quebec. 

Sireilarly, the existence of two . three securely defended positions in the 

Pacific Mandates from which minor Japanese naval forces could operate, aukld con-

stitute so great a menace to coxrn unioations that it is doubtful if an American 

fleet or army could afford to undertake extensive operations in the Western 

Pacific without either first reducing these bases, or first destroying a large 

portion of the Japanese navy. 

The method of containing through a threat to critical positions and areas 

i one that operates both in peace and war. The existence of the German, French, 

and Italian navies has for many years had the effect of containing the major 

portion of the British navy within European waters, and at tines even within the 

North Sea. It was not only the naval strength exhibited by the United States 

during the Spanish-American War, but also the entirely new threat of the rapidly 

expanding German fleet in the first years of the present century that led rngland 

to abandon the Western iemisphere as an area of possible naval activity, a retreat 

which she signalized by the acceptance of the Hay-Pauneefote Treaty. It is gener-

ally to be doubted, so far as we can not foresee the future, that England will 
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ever feel f rec to peririt any considerable part of her battle fleet to become 

involved in a navel struggle to the eastward of Suez. So long as other strong 

navies exist in Europe the Eritisi& Fleet is likely to be oontained in Northern 

Europ.an waters in order to prevent an invasion of the British Isles or a complete 

disruption of the m*riti:ie lines which supply necessary food and raw materials. 

Possibly some of us still remember the fears of the American_ people during 

the Spanish-AmericanYar of a sudden descent upon the Atlantic coast by the Spanish 

Fleet. In response to public outcry a squadron_ of our naval vessels reiaired in 

northern waters at a tie when they would have been very useful in the Caribbean. 

Naval officers are acoustoined to sneer at this action as indicative of the wee  yes ' 

of the political department in dealing with the major objectives of the war. 

It is quite true that a Spanish raid could not in any way have been decisive. 

Ncvertheloss, had it cone, lives and property would have been lost, and there was 

a nntnral demand of the population for naval protection. This sort of thing can 

not be lookeca upon as unusual, but must be expected, and ought to be considered 

to the extent required by military or political reasons. In the case of England, 

fears of this kind are very real, and are based on vivid memories of several actual 

invasions in the not very distant past, and upon air and naval raids within  the 

present generation. It has been said that approxir-,ately 300,400 troops and many 

anti-a5.oraft batteries and airplanes were held in nand because of the constant 

fear of. raids and even invasion. 

Where fears of this kind have been strongly held by one nation, the potential 

ipportunity has existed for its enemy to play upon these fears arid reduce the 

strsagth that could be put into the field against it. Thus one fleet, by con-

st ntly threatening raids or invasions, may sometimes contain even considerably 

stronger enemy naval forces by inducing thorn to remain within supporting distance 

of their own coasts or outlying islands. for are the civilian populations of the 

threatened districts the only ones who may be expected to exhibit alarm. The 

Com~asuader-in-Ghicf of a major oversees expedition would have a right to feel very 

tender as to the security of the intervening bases that tie him to his home terri-

tory, if he knows that, as soon as he becomes seriously committed, his enter-

prising enemy will try to cut his line by the capture of one or more vital positions. 

In such a situation he is likely to feel the worth of a piece of advice that 
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Napoleon once fave to the French Directory. He said, "Don't overreach. rourselve 

by grasping at nere than the condition warrant." 

(c) Divraior_s. 

^o::~taining operations thruugh the use of diversions may often become of rajor 

i portance, and may thus justify a lo~ig period of preparat5.on. The Lratieh g overnment's 

conception of the Seven tear,' War was to make a s'~ronj defensive effort in huope, 

as the basis for a successful offensive in t~merica. The offensive was designed 

to attaia the priru,•ipal war objective, which was the expulsion of the French from 

Canada. For several yearn before the war 13r i h diplomats carried on negotiations 

and intrigue [Vth the air : of involving; ñ'~.,nce in a first class war with Prussia. 

The defensive purpose of a land war between these two puwers, which England pro-

posed to support only ttith money and a few troops„ :mss to contain in Europe as 

many French otdier.s as possible, so that they could not be used to reenforce the 

garrisons of Canada. A further purpose was to require France to make such a greet 

land effort that she could devote but few resources to building up her navy. The 

thus Ey di.plcsiatic of:fort she was 

successful in establishing; a major diversion on the Continent for he .French 

military power,, with the result that conditions were created which were particularly 

faeoro.ble for sr~oaeas for the rritish specialty of amphibious warfare. The basis 

of the effort was sound: that is, the diversion was created in a theater where 

success was absolutely vital to France, whereas success on the Continent was by 

no means vital to England. 

It seems necessary, if a substantial diversion is to be created, that the 

eff:,rt be Is in an area whore the ene cannot afford to fail. As an hypothetical 

e aple of diversion, a major power other than Russia at war with Japan, would be 

far more likely to succecd if it could persuade Russia to launch and sustain a 

powerful offensive in Manchukuo. It seems vital to Japan to exclude any other 

military ary power fr©i to control of Manohukio, and therefore she would be likely 

to make such a strong effort to defend than territory from Russia, that she would 

have but little strength remaining for e_-::pe dituo in any other direction. 

Diversions raay so ethos be created in is potant minor theaters. For several 

centuries Spanish uoalth mas largely based on the trade which centered around 

Havana. In all of her wars, Havana therefore formed a tender spot, and she alwaye 
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devoted a consi&;reble part of her resources to its protection. 

France induced Spain to intervene in the Seven Years' War chiefly in order 

to obtain ships and additional troops for attnpting an ir vasiort of ]land. 

:' owever, ingland had already established a fairly secure control of he garibbean, 

and sae known recently to have reenforced her squadrons in that area. Therefore, 

iten Spain entered he war in 1761, instead of holding her fleet in position for 

the Fij?lish invasion, she sent most of her max vessels then in commission to 

Havaa to protect that port aga.nst the 9rit'ish forces based on Jamaica. Here 

the Spanish ships mined, in spite of the efforts of the renoh ado l rai on the 

station to effect an Allied concentration for attack on the 8r1tish s'ieEt and the 

capture of the Jnaica. base. 

The 3r3 t1sh collected a fleet weekor than the aggregate ox' he Allied naval 

strength and interposed bet eon the tvro detach tints. With the aid of an amity 

of about 12,000 men, the Uriti sh Fleet . tea captured Havana, inciud .ng lb Spanish 

ships of the line, about 12 frigates, and 10O merchanhen. Although the enter-

prise paid for itself trough the capture of large ua_nt.Lties of booty, its 

principal effect was the creation of a diversion at a distance i'rom the hglish 

Channel, w ose ci trol tin land could not afford to lose nor a moment. thi11e it 

will not he s soerter. that to  :i _vision plan could have been succeesful even is t) 

entire Spanish fj eet h d retained in j'.u. opo, its failure was ensured by success-

fully* containing so much of the Allied naval 

~.oland. 

strength in an area not vital to 

It. CONCLUSION. 

With this example is may close this general survey of the operations ia1~1i4 

in the contest for cozrriiand of the sea. No attempt will be made to summarize what 

has been said, because the outline already distributed is a sufficient suz mary. 

It may be desirable, however, to emphasize several of the major conclusions; 

First, the i mediate concern in naval warfare always remains the control of 

transit of particular parts of tIL© sea. The iz ortarsce of free transit in these 

parts varies, depending upon the relative influence in promoting he attait ent 

of tho major war objectives. 

Second, naval forces can control transit by securing oozi and of sea areas, 

but this is possible only throe;h active operations at sea. The location and 
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char teristies of oar and ens y bases relative to an area in dispute finally 

detera1ne the dogree of passible nail aetiTrity In that area. Therefore, the 

selection of objocti,: os and the direction of naval ef'f'ort should be governed 

by the availability of naval bases which will support the tst blis.h ent of an 

adoquate sea control. 

Third, adequate concentration, do ee:ident upon a central position, interior 

linen, and a proper eeono y of force, are necessary for the security of the command 

of an area. 

Fourth, the primary objective of naval operations usually is the nullificgtion 

of enean power to exort an iilfluencs at aea. shxllification ncr be obtained through 

destruction of sncirr frcoa, or by cvntaini.lb then. These may be the nsoessary 

Imed1ate objectives, but are only Weans to an end, which is tao promotion of 

the political aim;,_s or the war. Na11L"icatiozL of enemy poor nay be assisted 

by taking advantage of erry m1staaes, gut can best be accomplished by the 

active creation of conditions fnich gill force the enemy iiZt10 an unfavorable 

situation, whether the general attitr4e is olhnsive or ue ensive. That is, 

the use of stmtet is and tcs:ticsal r x.ouver is necessary in order to place the 

enemy at r, dec3 sip disadve.nta ;e•

Fifth, our etLdy of rail warfare should includa a mental acaptahion of 

past naval exgerieace to the particu s.r problems which may confront American 

naval ofGoers. What we should seek to estalish is a a;stem of national 

etrate r, and national tactics. 

FinaU y, is reoognixe that rep naval co:: zdora are confronted with a sia;ple 

problem. Their missions will usually require many complicated operations, 

distinct in the solves, es, and differing in their nature. 01' these operations, 

success in those involved in contesting or exercising conand of the sea nay 

he a. nrxeeuisite for s7:ocesa in those operations which contribute directly 

tos rd success in he ar. Nevertheless, it is the operations which contribute 

more directly to the final overthrow of the enemy, and which matte him willing 

to accent a peace satisfactory to ourselves, that are of the greatest final 

military and political miaortance. In subsequent lectures other members of the 

Staff will analyse the general forms exhibited by naval operations not directly 

concerned with obtaining and maintaining the command of the sea. 


